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Abstract. An analytical model of magnetosheath plasma
ﬂow is described and compared with a large dataset of mag-
netosheath ion ﬂow velocity measurements from Cluster and
THEMIS spacecraft. The model is based on previous works
by Kobel and Fl¨ uckiger (1994) and G´ enot et al. (2011) and
has been modiﬁed to overcome the restrictions of these mod-
els on the shape of model magnetopause and bow shock. Our
model is compatible with any parabolic bow shock model
and arbitrary magnetopause model. The model is relatively
simple to implement and computationally inexpensive, and
its only inputs are upstream solar wind parameters. Compar-
ison with observed data yields a good correspondence: me-
dian error in the direction of ﬂow velocity is comparable with
the instrumental error, and ﬂow magnitude is predicted with
a reasonable accuracy (relative error in ﬂow speed was less
than 25% for 86.5% of observations).
Keywords. Magnetospheric physics (Magnetosheath)
1 Introduction
Modeling of the ﬂow of solar wind plasma around the mag-
netosphere of the Earth has a long history reaching back
to the dawn of space exploration. After the supersonic so-
lar wind is decelerated and heated at the Earth’s bow shock,
it ﬂows almost laminarly around the magnetospheric cavity,
forming the region known as the magnetosheath. A good
magnetosheath ﬂow model is required in a wide range of
space plasma studies. In the context of interpretation of in
situ spacecraft data, such a model can be applied to trace
the ﬂow of magnetosheath plasma from the point of obser-
vation inside the magnetosheath (location of the spacecraft)
to the point of origin of the same ﬂowline at the bow shock
(for example T´ atrallyay and Erd˝ os, 2002; T´ atrallyay et al.,
2008; G´ enot et al., 2011; Hayosh et al., 2005) or to trace the
plasma ﬂow between two spacecraft. The model then pro-
vides information on the history of the observed plasma and
also on the heating process at the bow shock. The properties
of the shock heating depend signiﬁcantly on local shock pa-
rameters, such as the angle between the shock normal and the
upstream interplanetary magnetic ﬁeld (IMF), 2Bn, and the
angle between the shock normal and solar wind ﬂow veloc-
ity. The exact point of origin at the shock therefore needs to
be determined with a reasonable accuracy.
As mentioned for example by G´ enot et al. (2011), an im-
portant property of any magnetosheath velocity model is its
practical usability. We set the following criteria for a usable
andeasilyadoptablemagnetosheathﬂowmodel:(1)Itshould
be relatively easy and computationally inexpensive to imple-
ment and adapt to the needs of a speciﬁc application. This is
particularly important for large statistical studies, where the
model needs to be evaluated for every datapoint. (2) All input
parameters and initial conditions should be easily accessible.
Ideally,measured upstream solarwind parameters andspace-
craft position should be the only inputs to the model.
1.1 Existing magnetosheath models
The problem has mostly been approached by some form of
approximate solution to the gas-dynamic equations govern-
ing the ﬂow of unmagnetized ﬂuid around an obstacle rep-
resented by the magnetopause. One of the earliest and still
widely used models is the hydrodynamic model (Spreiter
et al., 1966), which serves as a basis for a complete predictive
solar wind-magnetosheath interaction model (Spreiter and
Stahara, 1994, 1980; Stahara et al., 1993; Song et al., 1999a)
and has also been applied to model the magnetospheres of
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other planets of the solar system (for a review of this class
of models, see Stahara, 2002). To our knowledge, this gas-
dynamic model is the only magnetosheath ﬂow model which
has been systematically tested against in situ spacecraft ob-
servations. Comparison of the model prediction with mea-
surements from ISEE-2 (Song et al., 1999b; Stahara et al.,
1993), Pioneer VI (Spreiter and Alksne, 1968), IMP-1 and
other spacecraft (Spreiter et al., 1968) demonstrated a re-
markably good correspondence between the model and ob-
servations. A major drawback of this model is, however, its
computational complexity: each application of the model to
a particular set of upstream conditions requires a numerical
solution of a set of differential equations on a two- or three-
dimensional grid.
Themagnetosheathﬂowmodelproposedinthepresentpa-
per is based on an analytical model ﬁrst developed in Kobel
and Fl¨ uckiger (1994) (hereafter KF94 model) and on its ex-
tension presented recently in G´ enot et al. (2011). The orig-
inal KF94 paper describes an analytical model for the mag-
netosheath magnetic ﬁeld, assuming that the IMF does not
penetrate inside the magnetosphere and that currents are only
present at the bow shock and the magnetopause (∇×B = 0).
The expressions for the magnetic ﬁeld are then obtained by
solving the Laplace equation for magnetic ﬁeld potential in
parabolic coordinates. The authors themselves mention that
for a special case where the IMF is parallel to the solar wind
ﬂow, the magnetic ﬁeld-lines coincide with the plasma ﬂow-
lines and the KF94 model can thus be used as a magne-
tosheath ﬂowline model. This model has been exploited in
several studies to trace the magnetosheath plasma ﬂowlines
(T´ atrallyay and Erd˝ os, 2002; T´ atrallyay et al., 2008; G´ enot
et al., 2011). In particular, G´ enot et al. (2011) developed the
model further by estimating the downstream ﬂow velocity
from Rankine-Hugoniot relations and introducing an ad hoc
density model to account for the observed density drop near
the magnetopause.
Several other simple models, where the ﬂow velocity vec-
tor can be expressed by an analytical formula, have been
proposed in the literature. Russell et al. (1983) used a sim-
ple analytical expression to approximate the plasma ﬂow
streamlines in their study, but no attempts to relate the
model to magnetospheric boundaries or to validate the model
were made. Kallio and Koskinen (2000) introduced a semi-
empirical model for the magnetosheath magnetic ﬁelds as-
suming paraboloidal shock and magnetopause and a speciﬁc
magnetospheric ﬁeld model. This model is empirical in the
sense that its functional form was constructed to resemble
the shape of magnetosheath ﬂowlines obtained in numerical
simulations and includes several free parameters that can be
adjusted to obtain a good ﬁt.
Romashets et al. (2008) developed a more sophisticated
analytical model of the solar wind and magnetosheath mag-
netic ﬁeld, compatible with Rankine-Hugoniot conditions
and basic physical constraints imposed by Maxwell’s equa-
tions and expected ﬁeld geometry at the magnetopause. This
model is again formulated in parabolic coordinates and im-
poses strong restrictions on the shape of the magnetospheric
boundaries.
In principle these alternative models of magnetosheath
ﬂow (Romashets et al., 2008; Kallio and Koskinen, 2000),
in their simpliﬁed form where only the plasma ﬂow velocity
is calculated, could be used in this study instead of KF94.
We chose the KF94 model primarily for its simplicity, con-
sistency and tractability. The empirical Kallio and Koskinen
(2000) would have to be adjusted by a proper choice or ﬁtting
of the free parameters for this purpose. This would introduce
an additional empirical element in the model, which we pre-
fer to avoid. The Romashets et al. (2008) model would be
more appropriate, being similar to KF94 in the formulation,
assumptions and boundary conditions. However, for our ap-
plication the KF94 formulation is much more tractable, ex-
pressing the magnetic ﬁeld vector (and the ﬂow velocity vec-
tor) by relatively simple formulas in Cartesian coordinates
using parameters with a direct physical interpretation. Fur-
thermore, since both models start from the same assump-
tions and use identical shapes of the shock and magnetopause
boundaries, the results should be consistent for the special
case we use.
With the exception of the gas-dynamic models based on
the approach of Spreiter et al. (1966), none of the above
models have been systematically tested and validated using
spacecraft data. Furthermore, the practical use of the KF94
model (as well as Kallio and Koskinen, 2000, or Romashets
et al., 2008) is complicated by the assumed shape of the bow
shock and the magnetopause. The model is formulated in
parabolic coordinates and both boundaries are expressed as
iso-contours. The model thus requires the bow-shock and the
magnetopause to be modeled by paraboloids with the same
focus. The shape of each boundary is then fully determined
by a single parameter (for example the stand-off distance).
The choice of bow-shock and magnetosheath models is thus
severely restricted, and the acceptable models may not ﬁt the
physical boundaries very well. This problem is most severe
at the ﬂanks of the magnetosheath; the parabolic approxima-
tion is reasonably accurate in the sub-solar magnetosheath
but progressively worsens further downstream. This effect is
demonstrated in more detail in Sect. 3.2.
In this paper we present a magnetosheath ﬂow model,
based on the works of G´ enot et al. (2011) and Kobel and
Fl¨ uckiger (1994), which overcomes the above difﬁculties.
Our model allows calculating the plasma ﬂow velocity vector
for a given point in the magnetosheath using only the space-
craft position and solar wind parameters as an input. The
model is compatible with a wide range of bow-shock and
magnetopause models and retains the simplicity and compu-
tational efﬁciency of the original models. The model is de-
scribed in Sect. 2, and its performance is evaluated on a large
statistical dataset of velocity measurements from Cluster and
THEMIS spacecraft in Sect. 3.
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2 Description of the model
The proposed model is formulated in an aberrated GSE co-
ordinate system, obtained by a rotation of the GSE coordi-
nates such that the solar wind ﬂow velocity is aligned with
the x-axis. This correction is performed to compensate for
the aberration of solar wind ﬂow due to the orbital motion
of the Earth. In this corrected coordinate system, the prob-
lem is considered cylindrically symmetric around the x-axis.
Furthermore, we introduce a spherical coordinate system as-
sociated with the aberrated GSE coordinates:
x = r cos ϑ
y = r sin ϑ sin ϕ (1)
z = r sin ϑ cos ϕ
where ϑ is the angle between the vector r = (x,y,z) and the
aberrated GSE x-axis, and ϕ is an azimuthal angle in the y-z
plane (the angles ϑ and ϕ correspond to the zenith and clock
angles of Verigin et al., 2006).
Our magnetosheath ﬂow model is based on the mag-
netic ﬁeld model introduced in Kobel and Fl¨ uckiger (1994).
For clarity, all coordinates and variables associated with the
KF94 model are identiﬁed by a tilde (˜). In the KF94, the
bow-shock and the magnetopause are modeled by parabolic
surfaces with stand-off distances Rbs and Rmp and a common
focus at rf = (Rmp/2,0,0):
˜ x{bs,mp} = R{bs,mp} −b{bs,mp}(y2 +z2) (2)
where bbs = 1/(4Rbs−2Rmp) and bmp = 1/2Rmp. The above
can be rewritten in spherical coordinates as
˜ r{bs,mp} =
−cos ϑ +
q
cos2ϑ −4R{bs,mp}b{bs,mp}sin2ϑ
2b{bs,mp}sin2ϑ
.
In a special case where the IMF is parallel to the solar wind
ﬂow velocity, the magnetic ﬁeld lines also represent the ﬂow-
lines of solar wind and magnetosheath plasma. Note that this
analogy between the ﬂow velocity direction and magnetic
ﬁeld vector can only be used for the direction of the vec-
tors and the same does not apply to the relative magnitude.
Using this property, the KF94 ﬂow velocity vector at a point
r = (x,y,z) can be written as:
˜ vx = vm0(C/2d −C/Rmp)
˜ vy = vm0Cy/[2d(d +x −xf)] (3)
˜ vz = vm0Cz/[2d(d +x −xf)]
where vm0 is a positive constant linked to the magnitude
of the ﬂow velocity (not addressed by the original KF94
model, which will be discussed in Sect. 2.2), rf = (xf,0,0)
the common focus of the paraboloid surfaces, d = |r−rf|
and C = Rmp(2Rbs−Rmp)/(2Rbs−2Rmp). Equations (3) are
easily obtained from expressions (32)–(37) in Kobel and
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Fig. 1. A schematic representation of the parameters used in the for-
mulation of the KF94 model and in rescaling from KF94 to KF94R.
Note that 1f is negative in this case, as the focus xf is being shifted
anti-sunward to decrease the curvature of the model surface.
Fl¨ uckiger (1994) by substituting for their BIMF a vector par-
allel to the GSE x-axis, in our case (−vm0,0,0). The geom-
etry of the model and its parameters are schematically de-
picted in Fig. 1. Note that the reference paper uses a different
Cartesian coordinate system with the origin at the focus of
the parabolas, where the −Z axis coincides with GSE +X
axis.
2.1 Rescaling the KF94 model
As mentioned previously, a major drawback of the KF94
model is the ﬁxed shape of the bow shock and magnetopause
given by Eq. (2), where the “ﬂaring” parameter b{bs,mp} is
uniquely determined by the stand-off distance. This problem
can be overcome by rescaling the model to ﬁt a pre-deﬁned
shape of the bow shock and magnetopause. In this study we
use a general paraboloidal bow shock model of the form (2),
where the “ﬂaring” parameter bbs can be chosen indepen-
dently on Rbs. Many standard and well tested bow shock
models (Filbert and Kellogg, 1979; Farris et al., 1991; Far-
ris and Russell, 1994; Cairns et al., 1995) are formulated or
can be easily recast in this form. We used a standard magne-
topausemodeldescribedinShueetal.(1997),butthemethod
can be easily modiﬁed to accommodate other magnetopause
shapes.
Let the bow shock be modeled by a paraboloid (Eq. 2)
with parameters R
(M)
bs and b
(M)
bs and let the magnetopause
be described by the Shue et al. (1997) model with parame-
ters R
(M)
mp and α
(M)
mp . We will now rescale the KF94 model to
match these prescribed boundaries in two steps.
In the ﬁrst step, the common focus of the paraboloid KF94
models is shifted along the x-axis to make the bow shock
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Fig. 2. Comparison of ﬂowlines and boundaries of the model magnetosheath (red line) for the original KF94 model (left), the KF94R model
rescaled to ﬁt a general paraboloid bow shock (center) and the ﬁnal fully rescaled model (right). Superimposed is the Farris et al. (1991)
bow shock model (blue) and Shue et al. (1997) magnetopause (black). The top three panels show the comparison for average solar wind
parameters, the bottom plots for a set of solar wind parameters from 1 April 2007, 00:00UT.
model (Eq. 2) coincide with the desired bow shock model.
In the KF94 model, the bow shock surface is described by
Eq. (2) where the parameter bbs is fully determined by Rbs
and Rmp, as bbs = 1/(4Rbs −2Rmp).
When we introduce a transformation
rf = [R(M)
mp /2+1f,0,0]
Rbs = R
(M)
bs −1f (4)
Rmp = R(M)
mp −1f
to Eq. (2), the focus of paraboloids is shifted by 1f, but the
parameters Rbs and Rmp are corrected to keep the standoff
distances of the boundaries from the Earth unchanged. How-
ever, the curvature of the paraboloidal surface is modiﬁed by
this transformation as
bbs = 1/(4Rbs −2Rmp −1f). (5)
Therefore, the transform (4) with
1f = 2R
(M)
bs −R(M)
mp −1/(2b
(M)
bs ) (6)
can be used to rescale the shock surface to ﬁt arbitrarily
chosen parameters R
(M)
bs , R
(M)
mp and b
(M)
bs . The rescaling pro-
cedure is also illustrated in Fig. 1. The shock and magne-
topause surfaces, as well as the ﬂow vector corresponding
to the rescaled model, can now be obtained from Eqs. (2)–
(3) with corrected parameters (4). Hereafter, we refer to this
rescaled model as KF94R.
The effect of the rescaling is demonstrated in Fig. 2. The
two left panels show a comparison of the KF94 shock and
magnetopause (in red) with a paraboloid model bow-shock
(Farris et al., 1991) (blue) and a Shue et al. (1997) model
(black). Model ﬂowlines are also plotted. The top three plots
correspond to average shapes of the boundaries, the bottom
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plots to a more extreme high Mach number event modeled
based on solar wind conditions from 1 April 2007, 00:00UT
(from OMNI2 data: MA = 12.2, β = 3.7). It is easily seen
that both models agree reasonably well in the sub-solar re-
gion, but the correspondence gets worse further downstream
on the ﬂanks of the magnetosheath and a large fraction of the
magnetosheath may not be correctly covered by the KF94
model.
The two plots in the middle column of Fig. 2 show the
same comparison for the rescaled KF94R model. After this
rescaling, the new KF94R bow shock coincides exactly with
the desired paraboloidal bow shock. The KF94R magne-
topause is however deformed and deviates from the Shue
et al. (1997) model, often more than in the original KF94
implementation.
The problem is remedied in the second step of the rescal-
ing procedure. This step is based on the assumption that the
ﬂowvelocityvectoratagivenpointinthemagnetosheathcan
be approximated by the velocity at a corresponding point in
the model KF94R magnetosheath, at the same angle ϑ and at
the same fractional distance F. The latter quantity is deﬁned
as
F(ϑ) =
r(ϑ)−rbs(ϑ)
rbs(ϑ)−rmp(ϑ)
(7)
and together with angles ϑ and ϕ forms an alterna-
tive curvilinear magnetosheath coordinate system, named
“Magnetosheath-Interplanetary Medium” (MIPM) reference
frame by Verigin et al. (2006). Here, rbs and rmp are the ra-
dial shock and magnetopause distance, respectively, in the
direction given by ϑ for the chosen models.
To calculate the ﬂow velocity at a given point r in the
magnetosheath, we proceed as follows: (i) The MIPM co-
ordinates (F,ϑ,ϕ) are calculated using Eqs. (1) and (7) with
the chosen models for the bow shock and the magnetopause,
in our case Farris et al. (1991) and Shue et al. (1997). (ii) We
calculate the corresponding KF94R point ˜ r with the same
MIPM coordinates, but using ˜ rbs and ˜ rmp from the KF94R
model in Eq. (7). (iii) From ˜ r is calculated the velocity vec-
tor ˜ v in the KF94R reference frame using Eq. (3). (iv) The
velocity vector ˜ v is transformed back from the KF94R mag-
netosheath to the original GSE reference frame. This last step
is more complicated to be tackled analytically, because the
transformation is non-linear and depends on the form of the
magnetopause model. It is however easily solved approxi-
mately by choosing a small time increment 1t and calculat-
ing the position of an adjacent point on the same ﬂowline
˜ r0 = ˜ r + ˜ v1t. The point ˜ r0 is then easily transformed from
the KF94R reference frame to the original GSE frame in a
manner analogous to steps 1 and 2 above (let r0 be the result-
ing advanced GSE point). The resulting ﬂow velocity vector
in GSE coordinates is obtained as v = (r0 −r)/1t.
The two rightmost plots in Fig. 2 show the ﬁnal rescaled
model. Clearly, both the shock and magnetopause boundaries
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Fig. 3. A schematic representation of back-tracing of the ﬂowline
to the bow shock and of the relevant shock parameters used in
Sect. 2.2.
ﬁt exactly the desired model shapes, and the ﬂowlines are
scaled accordingly.
2.2 Flow velocity magnitude
The procedure described in the previous section gives the
direction of plasma ﬂow velocity for any point in the mag-
netosheath. Further effort is necessary to obtain the magni-
tude of the velocity vector; the above model includes an un-
known constant vm0 in Eq. (3) which still needs to be calcu-
lated. In this work we follow the approach proposed in G´ enot
et al. (2011), where the analogy between magnetic ﬁeld and
plasma mass ﬂow, ∇(ρv) = ∇B = 0, is exploited further.
For a given point r in the magnetosheath, the above model
(where we set vm0 = 1) is used to iteratively trace the ﬂow-
line back to the bow shock. Let p denote the point where the
model ﬂowline passing through r intersects the bow shock,
u the unit downstream ﬂow velocity direction vector at point
p obtained from the ﬂow model, and n the normal to the bow
shock at the same point. These parameters are illustrated in
Fig. 3.
Following G´ enot et al. (2011), we now apply the Rankine-
Hugoniot conditions v
(n)
u ρu = v
(n)
d ρd and v
(t)
u = v
(t)
d . Here
the superscripts (n) and (t) denote the component of the vec-
tor parallel and perpendicular to the normal n, and subscripts
“u” and “d” upstream and downstream parameters, relative
to the shock crossing. The solar wind velocity vu and density
ρu are considered inputs to the model, and the downstream
ﬂow velocity behind the shock is parallel to u and can be
expressed as
vd =
v
(n)
u ρu
u(n)ρd
u =
v
(t)
u
u(t)u. (8)
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solar wind parameters: Vu = 410kms−1, |nu| = 4.5 cm−3, |Bu| =
7.2 nT, MA = 6.1, and β = 0.5.
Note that the coefﬁcient before u is a positive number, since
the normal component of upstream and downstream ﬂow ve-
locity must have the same sign and density is a positive num-
ber. The ratio of upstream to downstream plasma density
across the shock can be expressed from the same equations
as
ρd/ρu = u(t)v(n)
u /u(n)v(t)
u . (9)
If we assume that plasma density is constant along the ﬂow-
line from the shock to the point r, the constant vm0 is easily
calculated from Eq. (8). While the approximation of constant
density works reasonably well, G´ enot et al. (2011) proposed
use of an ad hoc model for magnetosheath density which in-
troduces a moderate density decrease near the magnetopause
(associated with plasma depletion layer). Even though the
model is relatively crude, it seems to correspond slightly bet-
terwithobservations(seeSect.3.2)andiseasytoimplement.
Similarly to G´ enot et al. (2011), we thus assume that density
ρ at a fractional distance F can be estimated from the density
on the same ﬂowline near the shock ρd as
ρ/ρd = 0.8+0.2×tanh(4F). (10)
From the continuity equation and Eq. (8) we ﬁnally obtain
the formula for the magnetosheath ﬂow velocity (and for
vm0):
v =
v
(t)
u ρd
u(t)ρ
u = vm0u. (11)
Here, it should be noted that the choice of the tangential di-
rection (t) in the plane tangential to the shock is arbitrary. To
minimize the effect of measurement errors, we choose two
orthogonal directions in the tangential plane, calculate the
v
(t)
u /u(t) for both and use a quadratic mean value in Eq. (11).
In this section we introduced a magnetosheath velocity
model, which allows predicting the plasma bulk ﬂow veloc-
ity for any location in the magnetosheath using only the up-
streamsolarwindparameters(namelythesolarwindvelocity
vector and parameters required by shock and magnetopause
models: the IMF vector and plasma density). Flow vector di-
rection can be calculated directly by a simple formula. To
obtain the ﬂow velocity magnitude, the ﬂowline needs to be
iteratively back-traced to the bow shock.
3 Validation of the model
Since the magnetosheath model presented in the previous
section includes a number of assumptions and some ad hoc
steps, the model needs to be tested against observed data and
its performance evaluated. As a ﬁrst check of the validity of
themodel,weplottedacolor-codedmagnitudeofﬂowveloc-
ity in Fig. 4 in XY GSE plane. This plot can be directly com-
pared to similar ﬁgures in the literature (G´ enot et al., 2011;
Spreiteretal.,1966)andshowsagoodqualitativeagreement.
To obtain a more quantitative assessment of the model per-
formance, in this section we further test the model on in situ
plasma observations from Cluster (Escoubet et al., 2001) and
THEMIS spacecraft (Angelopoulos, 2008) and compare the
results with the G´ enot et al. (2011) model.
3.1 Dataset
Our test dataset is composed of in situ measurements of mag-
netosheath ion ﬂow velocity and corresponding sets of up-
stream solar wind parameters. Speciﬁcally:
– Ion ﬂow velocity from the HIA instrument (R` eme et al.,
1997) on the Cluster 1 spacecraft. We used calibrated
on-board calculated moments obtained from the Clus-
ter Active Archive. Measurements from Cluster mag-
netosheath crossings between 4 November 2007 and
10June2008wereincluded.Thisparticularintervalwas
chosen because of a signiﬁcant overlap with the ﬁrst
year of THEMIS magnetosheath measurements.
– Ion ﬂow velocity from the ESA instrument on the
THEMISTH-B(P1)andTH-C(P2)spacecraft(McFad-
den et al., 2008). We used on-board calculated moments
(MOM data product). Measurements from THEMIS
magnetosheath crossings between 29 October 2007 and
5 December 2007 and between 18 April 2008 and
12 June 2008 were included.
– OMNI2 solar wind parameters propagated to the bow
shock at 1min time resolution (King and Papitashvili,
2005). We used the plasma ﬂow velocity, plasma
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Fig. 5. Coverage of the magnetosheath by Cluster and THEMIS test
datasets. The bottom left panel shows the histogram of data points
binned in the zenith angle ϑ. The dataset contains a total of 23554
observations: 11403 from Cluster 1 and 12151 from THEMIS P1
(TH-B) and P2 (TH-C).
density, solar wind magnetic ﬁeld and bow shock nose
location parameters from the OMNI2 dataset.
For the ion velocity measurements, each datapoint repre-
sents a 5-min average. Only measurements taken in an in-
strument mode appropriate for magnetosheath plasma obser-
vations were included. Datapoints with an incomplete set of
solar wind parameters in the OMNI dataset were excluded.
Bow shock and magnetopause crossings were identiﬁed by
visual inspection of magnetic ﬁeld and ion data, and only in-
tervals demonstrating magnetic ﬁeld and plasma signatures
consistent with magnetosheath were included in the dataset.
The ﬁnal dataset contains 23554 valid magnetosheath ve-
locity measurements (11403 from Cluster and 12151 from
THEMIS) and covers a period of 7.5 months.
The distribution of the data points in GSE coordinates is
shown in Fig. 5. It can be seen that the dataset covers a
wide range of zenith angles ϑ from the sub-solar point to
magnetosheath ﬂanks (down to x ≈ −20RE). The measure-
ments are distributed mostly south from the equatorial plane
at latitudes from 0 to −50◦ due to the orbits of Cluster and
THEMIS spacecraft in the studied period. The asymmetric
distribution in latitude might introduce certain bias in the
statistics, but no ﬁtting to data was employed in the deriva-
tion of the model and this bias could only result in underesti-
mating of the discrepancy between the model and data. Since
the model is cylindrically symmetric and so is (to the ﬁrst or-
der) the magnetosheath ﬂow outside magnetospheric cusps,
we do not see a reason why the accuracy of model prediction
should be signiﬁcantly different in the Northern Hemisphere.
Two different spacecraft with different orbits and instrumen-
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Fig. 6. Comparison of the predicted ﬂow velocity with Cluster ob-
servations. Top left: histogram of the angle δdir between model and
observed velocities. Top right: histogram of the magnitude of vector
difference |V p−V o|. Bottom left: histogram of the ratio of magni-
tudes Vp/Vo. Bottom right: distribution of predicted and observed
velocity magnitudes Vp (blue) and Vo (red).
tation are included to minimize instrument-speciﬁc system-
atic effects in the dataset.
3.2 Comparison with G´ enot et al. (2011) model
The statistical dataset described in the previous section was
used to compare the prediction of our model to observed data
and evaluate the relative performance of our model and the
model described in G´ enot et al. (2011).
The results are summarized in Table 1, where several pa-
rameters characterizing the deviation of the model prediction
from observed values are presented. The number of obser-
vations in each dataset that fall outside the model magne-
tosheath boundaries is given to characterize the applicability
of the models to a real magnetosheath (the “Points outside
model MSHT” rows in the table). For these observations the
respective model cannot be used. For points within model
magnetosheath, the error in the predicted ﬂow velocity di-
rection (which can be calculated efﬁciently without the need
for ﬂowline tracing) and the predicted magnitude are evalu-
ated separately. The statistical results are shown for a total
dataset, for datasets from individual spacecraft, and for sub-
solar (zenith angle ϑ ≤ 75◦) and ﬂank (ϑ > 75◦) restricted
datasets.
It is readily seen from Table 1 that signiﬁcantly more ob-
servations fall outside the model magnetosheath in the case
of the G´ enot et al. (2011) model. The rescaling and modi-
ﬁcation of the KF94 model proposed in the present article
thus improves the applicability of the model. For the points
where the models can be used, the discrepancies between
model prediction and observations are comparable. The error
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Table 1. Comparison of the performance of the proposed model with the model of G´ enot et al. (2011) on the datasets. Here δdir is the angle
between the predicted velocity V p and observed ﬂow velocity V o. The quality of velocity magnitude prediction is quantiﬁed by the Vp/Vo
ratio. For both quantities the table shows a median value and number, absolute and relative, of data points where the prediction deviates by
less than 10◦ in direction or by less than 25% in magnitude from the observation. We also give the number of points in each dataset which
fall outside the model magnetosheath, and thus do not allow the application of the respective ﬂow model.
All Cluster Themis ϑ ≤ 75◦ ϑ > 75◦
Number of data points 23554 11403 12151 7434 16120
Proposed model
Points outside model MSHT 2415 (10.3%) 1713 (15.0%) 702 (5.8%) 1266 (17.0%) 1149 (7.1%)
δdir (median) 6.6◦ 7.1◦ 6.2◦ 7.0◦ 6.5◦
δdir < 10◦(%) 16821 (80.8%) 7079 (75.5%) 9742 (85.1%) 4234 (72.3%) 12587 (84.1%)
Vp/Vo (median) 0.94 0.92 0.96 0.97 0.93
|Vp/Vo −1| < 0.25 (%) 18012 (86.5%) 7621 (81.3%) 10391 (90.8%) 4715 (80.5%) 13297 (88.8%)
G´ enot et al. (2011) model
Points outside model MSHT 5975 (25.4%) 2648 (23.2%) 3327 (27.4%) 1946 (26.2%) 4029 (25.0%)
δdir (median) 6.1◦ 7.8◦ 4.8◦ 9.5◦ 5.1◦
δdir < 10◦(%) 13622 (77.5%) 5836 (66.7%) 7786 (88.2%) 2943 (53.6%) 10679 (88.3%)
Vp/Vo (median) 1.13 1.14 1.12 1.25 1.10
|Vp/Vo −1| < 0.25 (%) 13429 (76.4%) 5924 (67.7%) 7505 (85.1%) 4715 (49.1%) 10734 (88.7%)
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Fig. 7. Comparison of the predicted ﬂow velocity with THEMIS
P1 and P2 observations. The content of the panels is analogous to
Fig. 6.
in the model direction is in general very small (median error
islessthan7◦)andofsimilarmagnitudeforbothmodels.The
magnitude of ﬂow velocity is slightly underestimated by the
proposed model (median Vp = 0.94Vo) and overestimated by
the G´ enot et al. (2011) model (median Vp = 1.13Vo).
Both models give better predictions on the ﬂanks of the
magnetosheath and consequently for the THEMIS dataset
which contains more ﬂank observations. In fact, for the
THEMIS dataset, the predictions of G´ enot et al. (2011), in
the cases where it could be used, are slightly better than for
our model. It must be noted, however, that in the case of the
ﬂank dataset, the G´ enot et al. (2011) model was inapplica-
ble for 25.0% of observations. For comparison, our model
could not be used for only 5.8% of points in the dataset. A
similar discrepancy is found for the THEMIS dataset. The
correspondenceof themodel velocitydirection withobserva-
tions was in general worse for the sub-solar dataset where the
proposed model shows a signiﬁcant improvement over the
G´ enot et al. (2011) model. The prediction of velocity magni-
tude was on average better for the proposed model for all test
datasets, again with a greater improvement in the sub-solar
magnetosheath.
The comparison of the proposed model with the data is vi-
sualized in Fig. 6 for the Cluster dataset and in Fig. 7 for the
THEMIS dataset. The plots illustrate and conﬁrm the good
agreement of the model with observations and better perfor-
mance of the model on the THEMIS dataset. The plots also
show the distribution of very large errors: large errors in the
predicted magnitude usually correspond to underestimated
velocity, and the prediction is in general worse for very large
or very small ﬂow velocities.
4 Discussion and conclusions
The results presented in the previous section clearly demon-
strate that the model proposed in this article provides esti-
mates of plasma ﬂow velocity in the magnetosheath in ex-
cellent correspondence with Cluster and THEMIS observa-
tions. The model is relatively simple to implement: the ﬂow
velocity direction (often sufﬁcient) can be calculated directly
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using an algebraic formula, and the velocity magnitude esti-
mate can be obtained at an additional cost of performing an
iterative ﬂowline tracing procedure. In comparison with the
previous models by Kobel and Fl¨ uckiger (1994) and G´ enot
et al. (2011), our model has fewer restrictions on the shape
of the model bow shock and magnetopause and in general
provides better correspondence with observations.
The correspondence of the ﬂow velocity with observations
was found to be exceptionally good and on par with the in-
strumental error associated with Cluster and THEMIS par-
ticle instruments. For the Cluster CIS HIA instrument, this
error is typically around 6◦ under optimal conditions when
sufﬁcient count rates are registered by the sensor without sat-
uration (R` eme et al., 1997; Martz et al., 1993). The method
used for the ﬂow velocity magnitude calculation uses an ad
hoc model of plasma density proﬁle, and it could most likely
be improved if required by a speciﬁc application. The accu-
racy of the prediction is strongly dependent on the bow shock
and magnetopause models serving as inputs to the ﬂow ve-
locity model. We chose standard models with overall good
performance for a wide range of upstream conditions, lati-
tudes and longitudes. For speciﬁc applications, a user may
choose different models to obtain better performance.
Another point where the present model could be improved
is the modeling of the bow shock transition. In our approach,
we used greatly simpliﬁed forms of Rankine-Hugoniot con-
ditions, shown to be adequate for our purpose by G´ enot et al.
(2011). A more sophisticated solution for the downstream
ﬂow velocity, compatible with the respective shock model,
could be included in the ﬂow model, possibly improving the
prediction of the ﬂow velocity magnitude. Particularly viable
models would be those described in Verigin et al. (2003) and
Petrinec and Russell (1997).
The model could be easily applied to other magnetized
planets, provided that good bow shock and magnetopause
models for the given planet were available. The model would
have to be modiﬁed to incorporate those models, and since
the solar wind and magnetospheric plasma conditions, as
well as ﬁeld geometry, can be very different for other plan-
ets, the ad hoc density model (Eq. 10) used in this paper may
need to be modiﬁed as well. The quality of the prediction
for those cases may be worse than for the terrestrial mag-
netosheath, and the model would have to be tested against
observed data accordingly.
We believe that the model, as presented, is sufﬁciently ro-
bust and general for most magnetosheath studies requiring
the knowledge of magnetosheath ﬂowlines for the purpose
of tracing the ﬂow between multiple observation points or
from a given spacecraft location to the bow shock, and it will
present a computationally cheaper alternative to the models
based on gas-dynamic equations (Stahara, 2002).
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